Most comprehensive offering for
those students who are preparing for
their UPSC CSE attempt in 2023

INTRODUCTION
There has been an increasing trend of preparing for UPSC - CSE for year after year by graduates
before they find themselves in the final merit list. However, in recent years, many toppers of this
examination happened to be fresh graduates. This has proven that preparation for this exam can
be started during the years of graduation.
Backed by years of experience and ongoing research & analysis of the civil services exam, we
have developed our classroom programs completely in tune with the dynamic nature of examination and expectations of UPSC. It is the most comprehensive offering from Vision IAS for
those students who are preparing for their CSE attempt in 2023. Apart from classroom lectures,
it also includes access to complete study material, full participation in the All IndiaTest Series
and continuous expert guidance.

FEATURES
Includes comprehensive coverage of all the topics for all the four papers of G.S. Mains,
GS Prelims and Essay
Approach is to build fundamental concepts and analytical ability in students to enable
them to answer questions of Preliminary as well as Mains examination
Includes All India G.S. Mains, Prelim, CSAT & Essay Test Series of 2021, 2022, 2023
Our Comprehensive Current Affairs classes of PT 365 and Mains 365 of year 2021,
2022, 2023 (Online Classes only)
Includes comprehensive, relevant and updated study material
Includes Monthly Current Affairs Revision (MCAR) Classes (Online Classes only)
Includes Personality Test Programme
Includes CSAT Classes
Classes Duration: 11-12 Months (Session 2020-21) | Course Duration: 48 Months
Timing: Duration of each class: 3-4 hrs, 5-6 days a week (If need arises, classes can
be held on Sundays also)

Classes Starting

Course Duration

Fees

7 August, 5 PM

48 Months

` 2,00,000
(Including Taxes

Note:

Different batches, having same timings can be merged as and when required.
During weekends, classes may extend for longer duration or may get scheduled to different timings
We do not provide any parking and library facilities
Also, classrooms need to be vacated immediately after the class to make arrangements for the next batch.
Student can be restricted from classroom if found to be involved in any irregular or non disciplinary
activities in institute premises

WHY CHOOSE ALTERNATIVE CLASSROOM PROGRAMME
Attention

we provide personalized, specific
& concrete feedback and
attention to every student

Continuous Individual
Assessment

is ensured through regular tutorials,
take home assignments, and
All India test series

Multi Modal
Expert Availability

Ready, Relevant and
Up to Date Study Material

is provided on continuous
basis for clearing of doubts
and personal guidance.
Students can schedule their
one-on-one session with
our experts on phone,
email or even over
in-person sittings

is circulated in advance

Interesting, Interactive
and Innovative

ways to organize lectures and
study material

Technological Support

faculty and experts make use of animation,
power point, videos etc. to make delivery of
lecture and study material more interesting
and easier to grasp for students. Students are
given access to a personalized portal through
which they can access the study material,
track their absolute and relative performance
on various tests, and receive administrative
updates and much more
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